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Future-proofing mature gas turbine
power plants
Utilities, particularly in China and Europe, are
retrofitting their existing fleets of gas turbines
with low emission and flexible operation combustor enhancements, allowing the assets to
remain a viable and cost effective power
source. These modifications can significantly
reduce smog-promoting emissions like oxides
of nitrogen (NOx) while also helping to balance the intermittent power supply coming
from an ever-increasing portfolio of renewable generation.
echnical capability and the business case
Figure 1: PSM’s Third Generation Low Emissions Combustion (LEC-III®) System
to successfully develop, deliver and service new, advanced combustion technology retrofits Ansaldo Thomassen, based in Rheden, Netherlands, PSM and
is an extremely high barrier to market entry proposi- Ansaldo Thomassen bring these technologies to market for the
tion for any original equipment manufacturer, but especially for an Ansaldo Energia service team.
“Apart from the capital requirement, a company must have the
aftermarket multi-OEM gas turbine full-scope service provider like
PSM,” said Jeffrey Benoit, Vice President – Strategy & Marketing, R&D, analytical and operational expertise plus the ability to identify
PSM – Ansaldo Energia Group.“But we have overcome these barri- innovative concepts to deliver necessary performance and reliabilers and are proud to be able to deliver positive commercial results ity requirements. From here, direct access to a high pressure, high
temperature test rig facility to fully evaluate the combustion designs
for our customers.”
PSM, a wholly-owned subsidiary Ansaldo Energia, has committed is a must,” Mr. Benoit told Gas Power Technology Journal.
substantial investments over 20 years to develop their Low Emis“Finally, there is the ability to support the commissioning of the
sion Combustor (LEC-III™) and new FlameSheet™ Combustor retrofit solution and offer post-installation services like repair. These
retrofit platform solutions for B, E and F-class industrial heavy-duty capabilities and the business value of the product to the customer
gas turbines. Working together with their sister service business, are an absolute must to convince them to purchase and install
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continued on page 2

Battery manufacturing seen expand
four-fold by 2026
Manufacturing capacity of all types of lithium-ion sub chemistries is expected to grow to
just over 770 GWh by 2026. More than half of this manufacturing resides in China today
but other key markets like Germany, Sweden, Hungary and Poland will ramp up production starting from 2021.
hroughout Europe and Asia, battery producers are striving to open new manufacturing facilities and expand production
in existing facilities – even though the
market is at risk of contracting in 2019. “As
2018 was a bumper year for energy storage
deployments, high expectations were placed on
2019,” Wood Mackenzie analysts comment,
suggesting continued annual growth is “unlikely for this year.”
Beyond 2019, the global outlook is on the
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2004. This canannular, reverseflow combustion
system was designed to be a
direct replacement into an
existing gas turbine
outfitted
with the OEM’s
DLN-1 system,”
Mr. Benoit said.
The PSM lean
premixed system
includes
fuel
nozzle assemblies, transition
Figure 2: OEM “Peg” Diffusion Pilot Tip Design and PSM’s “Fin Mixer” Purged
pieces,
flow
Pilot Tip Design
sleeves
and
combustion
liners
which
were
initially
deour solution into their gas turbine fleets,”
signed to achieve less than 15ppm NOx
he added.
(corrected to 15% O2) at baseload conditions or 30mg/Nm3.
First reference customer:

Dow Chemical
The first LEC-III™ upgrade was carried out
in 2003 at Dow Chemical’s GE Frame 7EA
gas turbine at their Oyster Creek facility in
Texas. The straightforward and direct
retrofit achieved a commercial world record
of sub-5ppm NOx emissions over the necessary operational load range.
To date, the PSM fleet of LEC-III systems
operate on five different types of gas turbines (GE Frames 6B, 7B/E/EA and 9E plus
Siemens Westinghouse 501B6 and 501D5)
and have more than 1,500,000 hours of operation on over 80 customer gas turbines.
Additionally, design enhancements recently
implemented and operating on customer
machines are allowing the consumption of
up to 35% by volume of hydrogen mixed
with natural gas fuel, significantly reducing
the turbine’s carbon emission intensity.
“LEC-III is patented technology first incorporated into GE Frame 7E/EA gas turbines in 2003 and into the Frame 9E in
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Straight-forward & patented
redesign solution path

of combustion. This region will have some
areas of reaction temperatures above 1920
deg C and the associated NOx formation
is significant. It is only a small amount of
the total fuel flow, but its contribution to
the system’s total NOx formation will be
significant.
“Even if this pilot tip fuel can be turned
on and off with intricate design valving, it is
still the Achilles heel of the entire design
from an emission’s and stability standpoint.
It represents the critical limitation in the existing OEM SFN design platform, driving unnecessary overall system complexity to
counterbalance this inherent design weakness,” Mr. Benoit explained.
Elimination of this ‘diffusion’ burning aspect of the conventional nozzle has been the
focus of the LEC-III’s SFN design evolution.
A significant of full pressure, full temperature rig and machine testing has been conducted in development of this nozzle design.
As a result, PSM’s fully-evolved, patent-protected current production SFN offering is
known as the “Fin Mixer” SFN, (see figure
3), has been demonstrated in machine verification and validation the ability to significantly reduce NOx to extremely low levels
with outstanding operational stability.
This improvement is simple in concept
and implementation, and it provides a step
change in emission reduction in an already
low emission combustion system. In fact,
many of the PSM LEC-III combustion systems are operating with the fin mixer at or
below 5ppm NOx (10mg/Nm3) across their
operation load ranges.

The secondary fuel nozzle or “SFN” is a key
contributor to the demonstrated stability
and NOx generation of the OEM’s DLN-1
combustion system (see figure 1.) The SFN
sets up a central ‘pilot’ zone of intense
fuel/air mixing and recirculation that acts as
the continual ignition source for the surrounding reaction zones of premixed primary fuel.
By design, this secondary reaction zone
is a richer mixture, burning hotter to provide
overall combustion stability. In the conventional OEM DLN-1 system, this secondary Proven retrofit for Frame9E gas
fuel flow is actually channeled through two turbine with DLN-1 combustion
separate circuits. The majority of the gas All operators in the People’s Republic of
fuel, however, is discharged from ‘pegs’ near China operating Frame 9E gas turbines have
the nozzle’s mid-section. This fuel premixes retrofitted to either GE’s DLN-1 combustion
with air as it travels along the length of the system or PSM’s LEC-III® Low NOx comnozzle, and it goes
past directional vanes
for final swirl premixing prior to discharge
into the reaction
zone. The second circuit within the nozzle
has a small amount of
gas fuel discharging
at the pilot tip (extreme aft end), which
is not premixed at all,
but rather pure fuel.
When this meets the
Figure 3: Fin Mixer Design, with vastly improved mixedness and unique
air, it burns in a very transfer mode circuit, allowing for improved emission levels due to pilot
hot, ‘diffusion’ mode fuel-less tip
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Figure 4. Typical Results with the introduction of PSM’s Fin Mixer SFN into an Operator’s
Frame 9E Machine

bustion system. In these particular instances, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection (MEP) had previously mandated
a reduction to below 15ppm NOx or
30mg/Nm3.
However, with recently introduced 5-year
plan and the Blue Sky Plan, the new limit
will be 7.5ppm NOx or 15mg/Nm3. With
limited time and financial resources, operators are naturally looking for a solution that
is very cost effective, extremely low risk,
proven, low complexity and without any replacements of their existing Mark VI/VIe gas
turbine controllers.
The only proven solution that meets all
these criteria is the Fin mixer retrofit solution package from PSM. The operator can
replace the OEM SFN’s with PSM’s Ultra-low
NOx SFN fin-mixer technology design, and
easily implement an AutoTune digital solution alongside the OEM existing gas turbine
controller. With this, the new emission requirements of the gas turbine will be
achieved. Figure 4 shows some representative combustion system emission and dynamic results from one of our 3-unit
installations in Europe, at baseload conditions; 3.8ppm NOx or 8mg/Nm3.
Testing over a range of ambient temperature conditions and turning down from
baseload to lower power confirmed the stability of the system is excellent, CO emissions are acceptable and NOx was well
below China’s impending 7.5ppm NOx requirement. According to Ansaldo, the system retrofit is simple and straightforward,
without having to consider an entirely new,
complex, expensive, invasive and tempera-

mental OEM combustion system solution.
The confidence of PSM’s retrofit solutions
comes from being the pioneers and first to
deliver a sub 5ppm NOx (sub 10mg/Nm3)
combustion retrofit solution back in 2005
PSM has their Low and Ultra-low NOx combustion solutions operating in over 80 gas
turbines worldwide.
The answer for operators in China - simply delivering a proven and improved service solution to operators faced with
regulatory restrictions on their Frame 9E exhaust emission challenges.

Automated tuning system
for Enhanced Reliability
The fuel injection retrofit is also installed
with PSM’s AutoTune Combustion System to
ensure unmatched reliability with variation
in the fuel composition variation and to sup-

3

port maintaining emissions compliance.
AutoTune provides the ability to continuously monitor gas turbine emissions and dynamics and perform reactive fuel split
adjustments to ensure these are maintained
at acceptable levels. It will also apply proactive split adjustments with changes to ambient temperature, machine load, and fuel
composition, based on optimal machine performance for each operating point.
AutoTune’s effectiveness in actively tuning the unit is greatly dependent on the
speed in which it can react to changes in
fuel gas heating value or Wobbe Index.
While gas chromatographs can accurately
determine gas composition, this is generally
at the expense of a long time delay to obtain measurements.
The ability to proactively set fuel split adjustments for changing operating points is
greatly hindered when such a time delay is
experienced, causing the machine to be
susceptible to high combustion dynamics or
emissions permit excursions. In order to
ensure rapid response to changes in fuel,
AutoTune uses an internally calculated and
proprietary Fuel Property Parameter (FPP)
to determine variations in gas composition.

Future-Proofing
an operator’s assets
PSM combustion solutions improve both operator profitability, reliability and emission
regulations, with the the LEC-III combustion
platform being one of a number of fuel flexible solutions. Customers in China and Europe are challenged also by the variability of
renewable power generation, so equipping
their installed gas turbine fleet with fuel flex
enhancements means to future proof an operator’s assets to keep supplying power in a
cost-effective way.
n

Figure 5: AutoTune Solution, attached to Mark VI and Mark VIe and Gas Turbine Controllers
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MHI shifts strategic focus on hydrogen co-firing
Mitsubishi Heavy Industry (MHI) Group has updated its midterm business plan to focus on decarbonization through
hydrogen co-firing, electrification and artificial intelligence. Reacting to lower demand for steam turbines, the group
also cut its revenue target of 5,000 yen to 4,700 billion by end of fiscal 2020.
HI said the revised fiscal 2020
target reflect its “committed
M&A deals” as well as the current difficult state of the
medium-size products market. Orders for
medium-size products have been falling in
China and Europe over the past few
months, and the company also disclosed
there were “delays in some large-scale
product developments.”
Though the revenue stream is still “proceeding according to plan,” the Japanese
manufacturer is looking at reducing fixed
costs and improve operational efficiencies
in order to respond to lower sales volumes.
The explicit aim is to maintain a “firm financial foundation” to implement growth mea-

M

sures over the coming years.
Striving to re-focus its mechanical systems, MHI said it is looking to combine rotating machinery technology with power
electronics. The aim is to convert mechanical products to electrical drive, while expanding data-driven operations and
human-machine interactions.

Striving for 100% hydrogen firing
Decarbonization is seen as another growth
area, notably high-efficiency combined-cycle
power plants, integrated gas combinedcycle (IGCC) and carbon capture storage
(CCS), carbon recycling, as well as hydrogen-based power generation and energy
storage.

Building on a broad operational track
record of hydrogen co-firing, MHI has completed validation tests for 30% hydrogen cofiring with a premix combustor on its latest
advanced-class gas turbine. The aim is to
reach full hydrogen firing capability with the
help of a diffusion combustor by 2025.
To reality test hydrogen firing, MHI participates at the MAGNUM project in the Netherlands. With a capacity of 440 MW, the project
will be the world’s largest 100% hydrogen
combustion power generator, using carbon
capture underground storage to abate 1.3
million tons of carbon dioxide per year.
Venturing into triple-hybrid technology,
MHI already developed a stand-alone power
supply system that combines renewables,
an engine generator set and batteries for
energy storage. A collaborative sales team
for the African market was set up with Calik
Energy of Turkey.
n

Wärtsilä and Q Power join
forces to commercialise
renewable fuels

Ansaldo, Equinor collaborate on hydrogen
gas turbine tests
Italian turbine manufacturer Ansaldo Energia and the Norwegian energy company Equinor have joined forces on validitation tests for the use of hydrogen
for gas-fired power plant turbines. Equinor agreed to co-fund these full scale,
full pressure combustor tests on Ansaldo’s GT36 and GT26 turbines.
he GT36 H-class gas turbine combus- tralow NOx emissions, operational flexibility
tor can already today be operated and minimization of engine de-rating at very
with volumetric hydrogen content in high hydrogen contents.
Equinor agreed to co-fund these tests as
natural gas of 0 to 50%. Latest fullthe Norwegian energy
scale high-pressure tests showed the feasigiant seeks to create
bility of operating up to 70% hydrogen
long-term value from a
without power or efficiency de-rating
low carbon future, noand the possibility to burn up to
stor
u
b
tably
from the use of
100%.
com
tial
n
e
clean
hydrogen
use for power
Seeking to further enqu
6 se
3
T
generation.
Equinor
also
is a world
hance this fuel flexibility caG
leader in carbon capture and storage (CCS)
pability, Ansaldo Energia and Equinor
whereby carbon dioxide is remove from
now signed a cooperation agreement.
The upcoming series of full-scale, full gases and exhaust and store safely underpressure combustor validation tests is aimed ground - a technology seen as a precursor
to advance the hydrogen combustion tech- to producing CO2-free hydrogen from natunology. In focus are the optimization for ul- ral gas.
n

T

Q Power, a Finnish pioneer in biomethanisation, has started to work with Wärtsila
to develop and commercialise renewable
and synthetic fuels. Q Power’s patented
concept produces biomethane by taking
CO2 from the air and combining it with
hydrogen.
In the biomethanisation process, emissions and waste are seen as raw materials
that can be used to increase production.
The synthetic biomethane is used as a fuel
in the power generation, transportation
and industrial sectors.
The partnership provides great value
for both parties. “Contributing to decarbonisation is our goal, and our technologies are already available today. With this
cooperation we’re able to ramp up the
technology to a global scale,” said Ilkka
Herlin, board chairman of Q Power.
Founded by Mr Herlin and Saara Kankaanrinta, Q Power is a Finnish start-up company whose methanisation technology
produces biomethane from hydrogen and
carbon dioxide.
The collaboration with Q Power continues Wärtsilä’s way of working with startups to develop technologies and scale up
business opportunities to support a 100%
renewable energy future.
n
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Highview takes cryogenic storage from demo to
commercial scale
Highview Power is about to switch on the world’s first
cryogenic, or liquid air, energy storage at a decommissioned thermal power station in the north of England.
Provided developers can secure a stable, contracted
return, the 50 MW/250 MWh CRYOBattery will start operation by 2022.
he CRYOBattery is meant to be built
on the site of a disused fossil power
plant in England, and could potential
replace the output of that unit. The
system is scalable to multiple Gigawatts of
energy storage and can supply from
20MW/80MWh to more than 200MW/1.2GWh
and has a lifespan of up to 40 years.
Partnering with Citec of Finland, Highview has already set up a standard configuration of 50 MW/500 MWh can be easily,
and cost-effectively, scaled up to multiple
Gigawatt-hours. The system has black start
capability and can add synchronous inertia
to the grid.

T

Replacing gas peakers
The use of CRYOBatteries allow power grid
operators to maximize renewable penetration without needing fossil fuel generation
to make up for intermittency. “This makes
replacing gas peaker power plants with a
combination of solar, wind, and energy
storage a viable reality,” said Highview

Power
CEO,
Javier Cavada.
The
cryogenic
technology uses excess
electricity from renewable sources
to liquefy air, by cooling it down to -196 °C,
and store that liquid in insulated, low-pressure vessels until the electricity is needed.
At that point, the liquid air is allowed to
evaporate and expand through a turbine,
where its latent energy of vaporisation is
turned back into peakload power.

Storing energy for weeks,
not hours
London-based Highview Power claims its
CRYOBattery can store electricity for weeks
- not just hours or days as battery storage
does. Lithium-ion batteries typically offer a
range of 4-8 hours of energy storage.
Low costs are another clear advantage:
The levelized cost of a cryobattery is
about £110/MWh for a 10-hour and
£200MW/2GWh system.

Rolls-Royce and Mercedes test use of car
fuel cells for power generation
Rolls-Royce and Lab1886, an innovation lab within the Mercedes-Benz group,
have joint forces to test the use of vehicle fuel cells for stationary power supply. The aim is to develop an MTU solution for sustainable off-grid generation.
he MTU brand, part of Rolls-Royce
Power Systems, is focused on smallscale integrated solutions for or offgrid power generations. Demand for
these systems is rising continuously, both

T

for decentralized power generation at customer site in remote locations or as emergency power systems.
In terms of fuel, most MTU generator
sets are being run based on diesel engines
“but fuel cells could be a valid alternative,”
Rolls-Royce stressed. The British manufacturer is researching the use of hydrogen and other synthetic fuels, both for
power generation and for use in fuel cells.

Pilot plant to be built in
Friedrichshafen
The pilot project will begin in early 2020
with the construction of an emergency
power plant for Rolls-Royce's data center
in Friedrichshafen. The plant will be based
on fuel cell modules built by MercedesBenz Fuel Cell GmbH.
n

“Long-duration technologies such as
cryogenic energy storage will become increasingly necessary for an electricity system to transition from a primary reliance on
conventional fossil fuel generation to a grid
dominated by variable renewable generation
from solar and wind,” said Alex Eller, senior
research analyst with Navigant Research. n

New York to use energy
storage for peak power
New York Public Service Commission has
given the green light for the Ravenswood
project, a 316 MW battery-based energy
storage that would replace ageing fossilfuelled capacity in NYC. If built, the project will be the first major use of energy
storage for peakload power in the U.S.
Northeast.
The battery project, designed to be
build adjacent to the 2,480 MW
Ravenswood Generating Station in Long
Island City, Queens. Owned and operated
by LS Power/Helix Ravenswood, the plant
is powered primarily by fuel oil and natural gas. If built, the battery units would
replace 16 old combustion turbines.
LS Power’s battery retrofit of the
Ravenswood fossil power unit resembles
work by Vistra in California. On this occasion, the operator replaced turbines at
its Moss Landing and Oakland fossil
power units and replaced them with battery technology to supply emission-free
peakload power.
Financing for battery-based energy
storage is still hard to come by, but there
is some bridge funding available under a
scheme by the New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA). The bridge incentive pays
for projects that are not yet fully compensated in existing market designs. NYSERDA budgeted $150 million for "bulk"
storage projects bigger than 5 MW.
n
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Lithium-ion technologies on track for record
annual investment
U.S. batteries mostly
2019 will be a record year for investment in advanced lithium-ion batteries with
over $350 million already spent in the first half of the year, notably by automotive giants and oil companies. This figure indicates that full-year 2019 investment will be higher than the last year’s $600 million.
emand for batteries grows while
prices keep falling mainly due to
manufacturing ramp-up, improved energy density of batteries and better commercialization, finds
Wood Mackenzie's 'Global energy storage
outlook, Q3 2019'.
“Since 2018 the market has seen significant investments in advanced lithium-ion
technologies from automotive giants and oil
companies alike. Investments have focused
on developing batteries that are cobalt-free
and use alternate electrode materials or
solid-state electrolytes. While not all these
technologies will become successful, several
of them will make their way into the electric
vehicle (EV) and storage markets in the
coming years,” said WoodMac analyst Mitalee Gupta.

D

Reversed pricing differential
Batteries made from nickel-manganesecobalt oxide (NMC) used to me more expensive than lithium iron-phosphate (LFP)
batteries -- but today the opposite is true.
The pricing differential keeps shrinking as
NMC price declines are driven by the electric
vehicle industry and energy density improvements.
Though nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide
(NMC) batteries outperform lithium ironphosphate (LFP) batteries in terms of energy density, the storage market is seeing is
lot more interest in LFP. Demand for nickel,
mangan and cobalt used to outstrip supply,
creating a shortage of NMC batteries in the
energy storage market. In contrast, there
were plenty of LFP batteries available with
capacity mostly housed in China.
n

made of lithium-ion, but
vanadium is on the up
Nearly all utility-scale battery systems installed in the United States over the past
five years use lithium-ion technology, according to government findings. However,
the industry is looking at developing
vanadium flow batteries to achieve higher
capacities at a lower life-cycle cost.
Li-ion batteries are known for their
high-cycle efficiency, fast response times,
and high energy density.
“Nickel-based batteries tend to have
higher energy densities but lower cycle
lives,” analysts commented. “Other battery chemistries, such as sodium and
lead-acid, have been installed in a few
applications, but these chemistries have
not shown significant or sustained
growth.”
Newer battery technologies – notably
vanadium flow batteries – are being developed to achieve higher capacities, improve safety, and increase cycle life at
lower costs.
Currently, the United States had 862
MW of operating utility-scale battery storage power capacity and 1,236 MWh of
battery energy capacity. By either measure, more than 90% of operating battery
capacity used lithium-ion based batteries,
figures by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) show. Provided all battery system additions will be completed
as planned, and no capacity is retired, the
total battery storage capacity in the U.S.
could exceed 2,500 MW by 2023.
n

continued from page 1

New projects delayed
A slowdown in South Korea and China,
where 2018’s boom took place, almost
brought growth to a halt globally. The U.S.
and European markets are also struggling
to get capacity on the ground in 2019. Capacity is consequently being pushed to
2020, 2021 and, in some cases, even further out.
China’s storage market slowed in the first
three quarters of 2019, primarily due to policy change. South Korea’s storage market
continues to stagnate due to continuous fire
incidents.
Australia’s storage market, however, is

on track to hit targets in 2019 and is expected to grow three-fold in 2020.The rest
of the Asia-Pacific market is beginning to
pick up, Wood Mackenzie senior analyst
Rory McCarthy.

Supply-chain constraints
In the United States, the industry is seen
“hitting growing pains,” as the reality of supply-chain constraints, regulatory hurdles and
performance and safety concerns are set to
push back some 2019 and 2020 projects.
The market is expected to bounce back
quickly from this near-term slowdown by accelerating in 2021, driven by large-scale util-

ity procurements targeting GWs of storage –
often paired with renewables – over the
next three to five years.
In Germany and the UK, players are “at
a crossroad” as they are looking for other
opportunities. In the UK market, intraday
and balancing offer an interesting proposition. In Germany, there are interesting
opportunities behind the meter, such as
peak shaving and self consumption. In
McCarthy’s view, “Germany continues to
lead the residential storage market, while
Italy is seeing continued growth – partly
due to regional subsidies and a favourable
tax regime.”
n
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Catapult's energy storage model gives clear view
of market flexibility
A new Storage and Flexibility Model (SFM), developed by Baringa for the British Energy Technology Institute (ETI) and
now owned by Energy Systems Catapult, is said to give the “clearest ever picture” on balancing supply and demand.
Storage technologies are vital to ensure grid operators can cope with fluctuating supply, and avoid buying energy at
peak times.
s the British energy system decarbonises, the
ways we produce, transport, store and use energy will need to change, resulting (…) a
changing role for storage and competing
flexibility technologies,” said Alex Buckman,
Networks and Energy Storage Practice Manager at Energy Systems Catapult.
“Without a deeper understanding of how
these technologies could help in balancing
energy networks, we will at best end up
with a system that costs more than it needs

“A

to and at worst one that fails to manage
supply and demand.”
Energy Systems Catapult said it SFM
model was designed to address a collective
lack of knowledge about the extent of the
role storage and flexibility could play in the
future. In a report to the UK Energy Technologies Institute, the developer said it provides “the clearest ever picture of how these
technologies could assist as we move towards a net-zero economy.”
Modeling energy storage and system
flexibility gives grid operators valuable in-

sights about a number of use-cases, including long-term capacity planning. It allows
potential utility investors to assess the value
of specific storage technologies and identifying the service requirements.
Early indicative runs of the model found
that a least-cost 2050 energy system is
likely to require significantly more electric
and thermal energy storage than previously thought. To achieve an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050, compared
with 1990 levels), the model calculated a
need for nearly 1,400 Gigawatt-hours
(GWh) of electric and thermal storage volume, 55% higher than previous estimates
and equivalent to 125 Dinorwig Power
Stations. Storage requirements rise even
more if carbon capture and storage (CCS)
is unavailable and creates more demand
for the electrification of heating and
hydrogen production.
To further explore these early findings,
Energy Systems Catapult said it plans to run
the model according to the UK government’s
current more ambitious target of reaching
net-zero emissions by 2050.
n

EIA expects nearly 90 GW of U.S. coal power capacity will retire by 2030
Analysts at the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) see an ongoing rush among utilities to retire coal power
units, particularly those with high running costs and low operating flexibility. By the end of the next decade, the EIA
projects almost 90 Gigawatt (GW) of coal-fired capacity will be shut down before the end of their lifetime.
oal-fired power units with
higher operating and maintenance costs are more likely to
retire. According the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook (AEO), 66% of the
units in the highest operating cost group will
retire between 2019 and 2030, compared
with 36% in the lowest cost group.
Working with the engineering consultancy Sargent & Lundy, the energy analysts’
of the U.S. administration have improved
modeling for the AEO. The results show a
clear correlation between plant retirements
and a plant’s operating and maintenance
costs. However, the EIA analysis did not
cover the entire U.S. coal power fleet but
only those that reported their variable operating and maintenance costs to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).

C

OPEX determines plant dispatch
Analysts sorted these coal power plants into
three groups according to their operating
expenditures (OPEX): The highest cost
group operated at costs ranging from $28
per Megawatt-hour (MWh) to $40/MWh,
and the lowest cost group was running at
$20- 26/MWh. A middle group has operating
costs near the fleet average, ranging from $26 28/MWh in the decade
through to 2017.
The group with the lowest variable operating and
maintenance costs tends to
run more often, which results in higher capacity factors (a measure of a power
plant’s electricity output as

a percentage of its generating capacity).
The U.S. shale gas revolution led to a
stark drop in natural gas prices, which
helped gas-fired power plants outcompete
coal units on fuel costs. Hence, capacity factors at coal-fired plants fell from 75% in
2008 down to 54% in 2017, according to
EIA figures.
n
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Looming EU anti-pollution standards undercut recent coal investments
New EU-wide emission rules for large combustion plants, known as BREF, will take effect in 2021. Rising carbon prices last seen trading at €25.01 per ton, combined with falling renewable energy costs will likely make European utilities opt
for closing coal plants, instead of retrofitting them.
est references of available techniques (BREFs) rules have been put
in place by the European Commission as emission guidelines for operators of large combustion plants, running
on coal, lignite, biomass, peat, liquid or
gaseous fuels(including hydrogen and biogas). The BREF rules cover emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides, mercury and
dust - and are applicable for all power plant
installations with a rated thermal output of
more than 50 MW.
According to the Institute of Energy Economics and Financial Analysis (IEEFA), there
are currently over 108 coal-fired power
plant operational across all EU member
states that are more than 40% above the
new standards, and therefore vulnerable to
be mandated to close after 2021.

B

Calculated risks
Trying to make a quick return by milking the
system, two Czech-based firms, Sev.en Energy and EPH, have based their business
model on buying cheap coal power plants,
taking a calculated risk that they could either avoid air pollution rules or else reap capacity market payments or receive
compensation to close the plants.
“Investments by EPH and Sev.en Energy
may have succeeded initially because of the
low prices they paid,” analysts IEEFA commented but warned the companies “are now
facing significant BREF-related costs.”
For example, the Czech Ministry of Environment last week rejected a BREF exemp-

tion application by
Sev.en Energy for its
Chvaletice
power
plant. Sev.en had
bought the 820 MW
plant in 2013 and has
committed to invest
billions of Koruna
(about $300 million)
in BREF refits, and
says it would need to
invest more than an
extra Koruna 1 billion
to fully meet the clean air rules.
EPH, another Czech-based privately held
utility, seems to have adopted a similar
strategy. Three years ago, EPH acquired
Vattenfall’s lignite power plant assets even
though the Swedish utility stressed the risk
of tightening regulation as a reason for its
divestment. Then EPH brought a legal action against the European Commission in
November 2017 seeking to annul BREF rules
for these plants. Though ultimately unsuccessful, EPH’s legal challenge revealed its intention to by-pass European clean air
regulations, and to profit from buying
cheap, unwanted assets.

Trying to bypass EU law
In Poland, the utility PGE found a way to use
the country’s capacity market to fund BREF
retrofits, thus raising energy costs for consumers. “It is a high-risk, costly strategy,”
analysts commented.
PGE states that Bełchatów this year will

Smokestacks of a coal-fired power plant

lose about 2 terawatt hours (TWh) of generation as a result of BREF retrofits –a significant cost, in addition to the capital cost
of the new anti-pollution equipment. And
the company says it will review its coal fleet
in 2025, when coal capacity payments end,
under EU rules, indicating some strandedasset risk.
In Spain, Endesa has already invested in
BREF retrofits at two power plants, Litoral
and As Pontes, before having second
thoughts. In May this year, Endesa confirmed that the company had so far invested
€77 million in BREF upgrades at AS Pontes,
of a planned €220m upgrade. Endesa also
said it had already completed all or most of
€100 million retrofits at Litoral.
In September, however, Endesa announced it would close both power plants
early. “Depending on when exactly these closures take place, some of this recent €177
million will have been wasted,” said IEEFA
energy finance consultant, Gerard Wynn. n

Merkel criticizes EIB decision to ban gas lending
German Chancellor Angela Merkel has said she disapproves of the European Investment Bank’s (EIB) decision to ban
funding for natural gas projects by the end of 2021. Speaking in Parliament, Merkel said Germany would rely on gas as
a bridging technology as it exits both nuclear and coal.
erkel’s open disapproval of the
EIB’s ban on gas lending
comes just days after the German government had officially
agreed to implement the new guidelines. In
her view, Germany needs to support new
flexible gas power plants, capable of balancing the grid in the face of rising intermittent renewable energy supply and falling
availability of nuclear or fossil-fuelled capacity for baseload power.
“That is why I find it rather complicated
that the European Investment Bank decided

M

to no longer finance gas as a bridging technology. I don’t think that this is right,”
Merkel told parliamentarians. The German

government had supported the EIB’s decision in November.
Taking the opposite view, the Presidentelect of the European Commission
Ursula von der Leyen – a close
Merkel-ally and CDU party member
– lauded the “progress” the bank
made “to strengthen its role as EU
climate bank.” In taking this stance,
von der Leyen shows that she remains “absolutely committed” to the
goal of Europe becoming the first
climate-neutral continent by 2050.n

Reliable technology –
dependable partner.
Since 1990, Siemens has completed over 500 turnkey power
plants with total output exceeding 155,000 megawatts. With
more than 7,000 installed gas turbines in over 100 countries, we
are the leading original equipment manufacturer – not only for
this technology but for all plant needs throughout the lifetime
of the asset. With the right ideas, innovations and know-how we
are the dependable partner of our customers.

Reliable energy for today –
and for generations to come.

siemens.com/power-generation
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Worley and Arundo launch Data Refinery
as global energy analytics hub
Global ECP contractor Worley, in partnership with the software company
Arundo, has launched DataSee as one of the initial products of its wider Data Refinery technology that brings new speed and accuracy to processing engineering diagrams for energy infrastructure projects.
he new analytics hub has been designed to bridge the gaps among operations, data science and information
technology to allow utilities and industrial firms make data-driven decisions.
This ultimately helps power plant operators,
grid operators and other industrial clients
improve plant uptime, reduce running costs
and increase revenue.
Joint teams from Worley and Arundo have
used The Data Refinery, located in downtown
Houston, for the past several months, as a
space to incubate and develop analytics ap-

T

plications. Now, the first product launched via
The Data Refinery is DataSeer, a tool that automates the extraction of information from engineering diagrams and related schematics.
Using deep-learning and computer vision
techniques, DataSeer can recognize all instances of specific instruments, e.g. valves
and lines, in a diagram in just seconds.
“This has immediate applications in bid production and project cost estimation,” stressed
Bradley Andrews, President, Digital at Worley.
He explained that DataSeer can improve digital representations of physical systems, allowing customers create ready-to-use
digital twins for advanced analytics
with operational implications.
“There’s never been a more exciting time for the energy and resources market as it moves towards
a greater reliance on artificial intelligence and machine learning,” Andrews said, underlining that Arundo
is “at the forefront of data science
and machine learning technology”
and can deliver value to companies
in 90 days or less.
n

Siemens launches new Grid Diagnostic Suite

MONITORING SYSTEMS l
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KEPCO develops
AI-based turbine
monitoring system
Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO)
has developed artificial intelligence (AI)based gas turbine monitoring. The system
collects and analyses data from sensors
installed in generators to predict parts
malfunction and preempt turbine failures.
"This is the world's first case of AIbased gas turbine monitoring," the Korean company stated. The system targets
the global market and is meant to help
thermal power plant operators to extend
the lifespan of generators and prevent accidents. Together with Kansai’s engineering service K-VaCS, KEPCO has created
AI-based analytics software that that uses
some anomaly detection models to notice
a sign of abnormality as early as possible.
As South Korea’s state electricity company, KEPCO in April entered a cooperation with Crocus Energy. The Silicon
Valley-based machine-learning experts
specialize in AI-based Industrial Object
Internet (IoT) solutions using energy
data. The partners seek to accurately
forecast power demand for small and
medium-sized business sites (22kV ~
154kV) using cloud-based AI power analysis technology. The third partner, MR
Germany, supplies on-load tap-changers
to help regulated power transformers. n

Siemens has launches its new Grid Diagnostic Suite at the European Utility Week (EUW) in Paris, helping grid
operators cope with new challenges from the expansion of e-mobility and increasing infeed of volatile generating
capacity. Four cloud-based applications collect data from devices installed anywhere in the grid for better distribution
automation and power quality.
his process expands on Siemens’ In- “Data can now be accessed quickly and eas- mation about messages, alarms and specific
ternet of Things (IoT) applications ily via existing communication channels. In grid parameters. “This makes it possible to
and requires “almost no additional en- the central MindSphere Cloud, users can then present the performance of power grids in a
gineering effort,” the German manu- smoothly consolidate, visualize and evaluate transparent manner, allowing operators to
data and, if necessary, react quickly. We are estimate where new charging points for
facturer said.
electric vehicles should be set up. In the
The data, collected from grid-inherent paving the way for truly smart grids.”
The Grid Diagnostic Suite is based on event of a fault, the exact grid section affield devices, is stored in the cloud, allowing network operators to quickly tap and an- Siprotec and Sicam devices that are con- fected can be pinpointed,” Klaffus explained.
The new Sicam Localizer for distribution
alyze data and detect eventual grid faults at nected via the open standard OPC UA Puban early stage and quickly rectified. Vulner- Sub protocol with Siemens’s cloud-based, grids gives concise information about the staabilities can be identified, and necessary open IoT operating system. Data is trans- tus of individual grid segments, such as
measures can be implemented before any mitted securely based on end-to-end au- faults. Individual operating values such as
thentication and encryptio. Siemens said its phase currents can also be displayed, allowdamage occurs.
Sicam GridPass securely creates and auto- ing technicians to localize where the problem
matically manages certificates.
occurs and restore grid stability quickly. TarManaging complexity
geting industrial parks and data centers cus“With our new IoT-based offering for energy
tomers for whom quality of power supply is
automation, we are helping our customers to Enhancing visibility
manage the increasing complexity of power The Sicam Navigator enables comprehen- of great importance, Siemens’ new PQ Advigrids and prepare for future challenges,” said sive monitoring of medium- and low-voltage sor Premium can record and display grid paRobert Klaffus, CEO of the Digital Grid busi- grids as well as secondary distribution sub- rameters such as electrical voltage and
ness unit at Siemens Smart Infrastructure. stations. The app provides detailed infor- frequency, minute by minute.
n
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SGT6-9000HL turbine features new
high-efficiency combustion system
The technology of Siemens’s new SGT6-9000HL engine, first installed for the
customer Duke Energy, builds on four generations of technologies and five
previous models, including the H-class. “But it’s the combustion system where
the magic happens,” explains Peter DeHaan, who is leading development of
the 9000HL.
combustion turbine generator while aerodynamic blades move air like a
operates like a jet engine, draw- canoe paddle moves water – but really fast,”
ing in and compressing outside explained DeHaan, who is leading developair to a high pressure. The pres- ment of the 9000HL.
“Every decade, we have a significant
surized air mixes with natural gas and then
burns, creating hot exhaust gases which technology jump,” he said, adding: “We’ve
then power a turbine and spin a generator taken the best DNA from each of our previous models and made the HL the most powto produce electricity.
erful and most efficient.”
The engine architecture also includes
Focus on firing temperatures,
an
air-cooled four-stage power turbine,
turbine blades
hydraulic
clearance optimization for higher
What makes the Siemens’ combustion turbine advanced is the way it burns fuel, cou- efficiency at full load to facilitate immediate
pled with the shape, aerodynamics and restart. The service-friendly steel rotor
thermal dynamics of its blades. In the SGT6- design employs Hirth serrations, while
9000HLthe natural gas burn hot – at more there is also a central single tie rod to lock
than 2,900 degrees Fahrenheit, and within a discs and a can annular combustion system.
Quick-start capability of the unit’s SGT6compact space.
“The combustion system consumes nat- 9000HL engine will give Duke Energy more
ural gas as hot and uniformly as possible, flexibility to balance its growing portfolio of

A

Scheme of SGT6-9000HL turbine

solar generation, helping the utility to continue its plan to close older coal-fired units.

Fast-ramp turbine helps balance
renewables
The gas turbine ramp-up rate of about 85
MW a minute maximizes operational flexibility. With increased inspection intervals of
33,000 equivalent base hours and 1,250
equivalent starts, the unit provides outstanding reliability.
In combined-cycle mode, the SGT69000HL can reach an efficiency beyond 63%
and Siemens stressed it has a “midterm goal
of even higher efficiencies.”
n
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ABB helps customers of GIGA Data Center slash
operating costs
Today’s data centers consume about 3% of the total energy generated globally, and INNIO’s new gas generator delivers that electricity in a more reliable way. The fast-Critical power distribution, designed by ABB, allows GIGA’s data center in North Carolina reduce customers’ operating costs by 31% compared to rival facilities. ABB’s aim was to maximize
scalability while achieving an ultra-low Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) rating.
UE rating is the ratio of total power
consumed by the data center versus
the power delivered to its servers.
The average PUE in 2019 is 1.67,
with GIGA achieving a much lower PUE of
1.15 for up to 50kW per rack cabinet.
Mooresville-based GIGA Data Centers
strives to make modular data storage available to every company, not just hyper-scale
data centers. The aim is to give mediumsized companies access to the same high
levels of efficiency and flexibility at a competitive cost. To facilitate these goals, ABB
designed and installed low-voltage switchboards, dry type transformers and Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) to support the
GIGA’s IT server and network equipment
infrastructure.

P

‘Best of Both’ solution
Following the takeover of GE
Industrial Solutions in July
2018, ABB’s product range
now includes ‘Best of Both’ solutions, combining elements
from both companies into one
comprehensive offer. GIGA
data center seeks to make
modular data storage available to every company, not
just hyper-scale data centers.
GIGA chose the ‘Best of
Both’ by leveraging the
legacy GE TLE UPS for their
customer’s IT server load and the ABB Decentralized Parallel Architecture (DPA) UPS
for their site server load. The IT server load

View into GIGA Data Center in Mooresville

is driven by power distribution and protection equipment housed on a mezzanine
where footprint was a constraint.
n

Caterpillar moves beyond SCADA in distributed power settings
Distributed generation is growing as utilities increasingly rely on wind and solar power installations, backed up by
flexible gas- or diesel-fuelled generator sets. Remote monitoring of such decentralized assets – through the newly
launched CAT Connect – moves beyond Caterpillar's SCADA system of supervisory control and data acquisition.
he end-to-end architecture of CAT
Connect can monitor an essentially
unlimited number of gensets at sites
around the world and display them all
in a single dashboard view. Hereby, it synthesizes data across multiple sites and geographic areas and presents the data in three
dimensions, empowering utility customers
to detect engine or generator faults early to
minimize shutdown periods.
“On a grander scale, there is movement
toward a virtual power plant where remote
expects can digitally “walk through” the facility and discuss issues with maintenance
and operations teams. Travel and training
cost are signiﬁcantly reduced,“ said Magy
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Kramer, development supervisor at Caterpillar Electric Power.
The monitoring technology itself is relatively simple, she explained. Machine data
is captured and stored in the generator set
controller. A conﬁguration ﬁle translates that
data into language that can be read by the
monitoring application. A telematics device
then sends the data to the application as
often as once per second for the operators
to view and analyze. After this troubleshooting and diagnostics, any necessary
ﬁeld work can be planned remotely. While
most data is captured digitally, visual inspection remains valuable for detecting abnormal conditions such as leaking ﬂuid or

corroded battery terminals. All data can be
archived for up to 10 years for internal and
external audits.
For remote troubleshooting, it is already
possible for an engineer at a remote monitoring provider to have a digital twin of a
genset on screen, overlaid with machine
data. Meanwhile, a technician stands in
front of the physical genset, but with a
matching 3D image on a tablet computer,
again with machine data overlaid. According to Ms Kramer, “this kind of collaboration
can signiﬁcantly help the two parties talk
through, contextualize, and solve problems.”
A site deployment starts with an inventory
of the gensets, their controls, and the data
those controls collect. The results determine
the complexity of the required engineering
needed to create custom conﬁguration ﬁles.
The next step is to test the data to verify that
it accurately reﬂects the generator set operating parameters. Once engineered, deployed, and tested, a remote monitoring
application such as Cat Connect can monitor
a genset ﬂeet of essentially unlimited size
with units of different ages and from a diverse mix of manufacturers.
n
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ExxonMobil and GE’s new oil boost
turbine bearing efficiency by 15%
U.S. oil giant ExxonMobil and GE Power have teamed up to develop the new
Mobil SHCTM 918 EE gas turbine oil, capable of improving the efficiency of
turbine bearings by up to 15% compared to conventional oils. The newly
launched lubricant oil is designed for use in multi-shaft 7HA, 9HA, 6FA.01 and
7FA GE turbines.
amed Mobil SHC
918 EE gas turbine
oil, the product
can help power
station to operate on significantly less fuel and increase
the overall performance and
efficiency of the turbine, compared to conventional ISO VG
32 turbine oils
Improving efficiency can
help reduce fuel costs, which can account
for up to 80% of total running costs, and
extend component life by reducing operating temperatures. This, in turn, can lower
capital and maintenance costs, GE engineers pointed out.
Tim Hinchman, director of strategic
global alliances at ExxonMobil explained
that the “Mobil SHC 918 EE utilizes latest
technology to reduce gas consumed per KW
generated and improve bearing efficiency.
“By making the switch to this new gas turbine oil, operators can save tens or even
hundreds of thousands of dollars per year,
depending on their operation, while maintaining strong reliability,” he claimed.
The new gas turbine oil is the first and
only lubricant to meet GE’s energy efficient
GEK 121603 turbine oil specification, which
the U.S. manufacturer developed exclusively
for its high-performance turbines.
In addition to enhanced bearing efficiency, ExxonMobil’s research team developed Mobil SHC 918 EE to limit the
occurrence of varnish as a result of improved thermal stability characteristics
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which helps make the turbine run more
reliable.

Rigorous test process
Prior to the launch, the Mobil SHC 918 EE gas
turbine oil underwent rigorous testing.
Hereby, GE developed a test rig to simulate
turbine bearing surface speeds under varying load conditions to select the optimum turbine oil to provide energy efficiency benefits.
Then, the oil was tested in GE’s stand at
both 7HA and 9HA gas turbines. Performance was monitored by 4,000 sensors
through extreme testing conditions, including critical speed startups under a variety of
operating conditions. Finally, GE then fieldtested Mobil SHC 918 EE in 6FA and 7FA turbines, running reliably for over two years.
“Many operators may not think about the
importance of gas turbine oil, but this new
technology developed in partnership with
ExxonMobil delivers step-out performance
that can singlehandedly deliver an impactful
efficiency improvement,” concluded John
Lammas, vice president of engineering for
GE Power.
n

The whole LNG Market
at your fingertips
• Increased market visibility through a quick
“lowdown of the market” on Monday morning
and detailed “bird’s eye” view of the past
month
• Break-down and illustration of complex LNG
trade relations backed by real data to increase
feel for the market
• Access to pre-digested primary market data
• Consistent & systematic market perspectives
• Market and fleet overview in one convenient
package
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NEWS NUDGES
World Bank forecasts drop
in energy and metal prices
Analysts at the World Bank expect energy and metal prices will continue to
decline in 2020, following sharp drops
this year amid weaker global growth
and consequent softer demand. Prices
of oil, natural gas and coal are forecast
almost 15% lower in 2019 than in the
previous year, and to fall further in
2020.
Crude oil prices are projected to average $60 per barrel in 2019 and weaken
to $58/bbl in 2020, according to the
bank’s latest Commodity Market Outlook. These forecasts are $6/bbl and
$7/bbl lower than anticipated earlier.
Should low energy prices environment
continue for several years, analysts say
this could lead to lower fuel costs and
fertilizer prices.

Asia to spend more on
renewables than oil & gas
Utilities in Asia-Pacific region will invest more in renewables than on oil
and gas exploration by 2020. Total
capital expenditure in renewables will
rise above $30 billion in the region by
2020, according to forecast of the
consultancy Rystad Energy. India,
Australia, Japan, Vietnam and South
Korea will led the way in Asia’s green
energy transition.

Merger wave grips
UK oil & gas sector
Significant pressures are here to stay
in the UK oil and gas sector, with the
trade association Oil & Gas UK (OGUK)
saying the industry is facing a “new reality” amid high levels of M&A activity
and the related transfer of assets. The
ongoing consolidation process forces
the industry to embrace new forms of
collaboration and business models.

Rolls-Royce, AVK partner
on standby gensets
AVK, Britain’s largest supplier of critical
power solutions for data centres and
the financial sector, has partnered with
Rolls-Royce’s MTU brand for standby
gensets in UK and Ireland. The deal
covers MTU Series 2000 and 4000
diesel systems in a range from 825 to
4,000 kVA. In the past 30 years, AVK
has developed into the largest solutions provider in the UK’s critical power
market and has to date supplied
gensets equipped with MTU engines
with a total capacity of more than
3.5 GW.
n
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Kawasaki’s floating LNG power plant receives
‘Approval in Principle’
Kawasaki Heavy Industries has obtained Approval in Principle (AiP) from the classification society DNV GL for its
floating LNG power plant, driven by a combined-cycle gas turbine. The approval is based on DNV GL’s latest ‘Gas Power
Plant Rules.’
floating LNG power plant integrates fuel tanks, regasification
units, power generation equipment and switchyear - all packed
on the hull of a vessel. The floating power
barge is towed on the sea or river and then
moored at the installation site, where it gen-
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erates electricity remotely to help balance
the onshore power grid.

Two technical options

The latest Approval in Principle follows an
earlier AiP, obtained in May this year, or an
LNG floating power plant equipped with
Kawasaki's own gas engine. With these two
technical
approvals,
Kawasaki's lineup now
consists of two options gas engine or combinedcycle gas turbine - as the
basis for power barges,
allowing the company to
meet a wider range of
customer needs.
Construction of the
power ship sees a
durable, heat-resistant
aluminum tank with the
Rendering of Kawasaki’s floating LNG power plant
same specifications as for

small domestic LNG carriers/LNG bunkering
vessels is placed inside the hull. The gas turbines are installed in its upper portion, with
vertical HRSGs placed on the upper side of
gas turbines to facilitate a smaller hull size.
The floating LNG power units are
equipped with Kawasaki's own gas turbines,
reaching 40.3% efficiency in simple-cycle
and 54.4% in combined-cycle mode.

Decentralized power for island
nations
Demand for floating LNG power plants is
strong in island nations, particularly in
Southeast Asia, or regions with geographical
problems such as lack of land for constructing onshore power plants.
LNG, the fuel used for the power barges,
has a cost advantage over heavy oil and
emits less greenhouse gases than coal and
heavy oil. Market observers expect demand
and applications of floating LNG power
plants will continue to grow.
n

FLNG Power Vessel market worth over $930 million by 2023
The global trend towards urbanization will increase business activities within some of the world fast-growing port cities,
driving demand for Floating LNG power vessels. MarketsandMarkets analysis sees the FLNG power vessel market to
expand from currently $860 million to nearly $932 million by 2023.
f estimates prove accurate, the market
for FLNG power vessels would be growing at an annual rate of 1.16% over the
forecast period.
The power generation system segment
is seen holding the largest share of the
Floating LNG power vessel market, by component. “Increasing availability of natural
gas, coupled with widespread R&D investments and evolution of the combined-cycle
gas turbine technology, have led to a steep
rise in the application of gas turbines in
the power generation system,” analysts
commented.
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Power Ships high in demand
In terms of technology, power ships - special barges modified for power generation attract the highest demand from utility customers. A power ship is generally used in
the energy leasing market for short- and
mid-term contracts because of its selfpropelling property.

Karadeniz Holding of
Turkey holds the major share
in supplying power ships to
the market. The World Bank
provides funds for building
floating power plants (FPPs),
but the funding is restricted
to 129 MW per FPP.

Fastest growth in Asia
Pacific
Asia Pacific, one of the
world’s most populated and
fast-growing regions, has
been leading the global Floating LNG power vessel market for the past
few years. Owing to limited availability of
land to build power plants in most of Southeast Asia, these island nations tend are
likely to generate a more and more of their
electricity demand through floating LNG
power vessels.
Governments of several Southeast Asian

island countries plan to increase investments to meet the rising need for electricity
supply. For instance, Myanmar Electric
Power Generation Enterprise awarded a
contract to Karpowership to provide an FPP
in Rangoon, Myanmar. Similar factors are
likely to keep driving growth for power ships
throughout the Asia Pacific region.
n

Powering the
Future Through LNG

Chart has a proven track record of maximizing return on investment by delivering safe, robust
and reliable LNG solutions across the natural gas value chain that integrate seamlessly with
existing infrastructure. Contact Chart to learn how our team can reduce total lifecycle cost,
schedule and risk in your LNG project.
• Liquefaction
• IPSMR® process technology
• Modular mid-scale LNG
• Small-scale LNG
• Receiving terminals
• Power generation
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• LNG virtual pipeline
• Cryogenic storage and distribution
• Bunkering
• Vehicle fueling stations
• On-board vehicle fuel tanks and fueling systems
for road, maritime & rail
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Orcan Energy waste heat recovery
tech now available to MAN customers
MAN Energy Solutions and Orcan Energy agreed to collaborate on waste heat
recovery. PACK technology, developed by Oran, uses waste heat from the engine
to increase efficiency and reduce emissions. The solution is now available to all
of MAN’s customers for retrofitting their engines.
rcan’s solutions are based on
ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle),
which has been repurposed
from its primary use in largescale systems, to be now also applicable for
modular products.
The technology works in a similar way to
steam power plants. By using organic media,
which evaporate at lower temperatures than
water, the waste heat can also be used at
comparatively low temperatures of 60 degrees Celsius and above. This allows engine
exhaust gases, as well as steam, thermal oil

O

Dr. Uwe Lauber (left), CEO of MAN Energy
Solutions and Dr. Andreas Sichert, CEO of Orcan

and cooling water, to contribute to reducing
CO2 emissions simply and efficiently.
When equipped with an Orcan Energy efficiency PACK, the efficiency of a MAN
18V48/60 engine, for example, can be increased by almost four percent, thereby
saving 1,220 tons of fuel and 3,830 tons of
CO2 per.
“Orcan Energy is a real expert in utilizing
waste heat, and has established a high-performance product line on the market that
we are making available to our customers,”
said Dr. Thomas Spindler, Head of Upgrades
& Retrofits at MAN Energy Solutions. “This
allows them to increase the efficiency of
their MAN engines with leading technology
for utilizing waste heat.”
MAN Energy Solutions CEO Dr. Uwe
Lauber underlined the company’s commitment to reduce harmful emissions. “This
means that we are offering our customers
the most advanced technologies for optimizing the efficiency and environmental
friendliness of their systems,” he added. n

HanseWerk chooses INNIO to commission
CHP in northern Germany
Northern German utility HanseWerk Natur has chosen INNIO, the Jenbacher
engines maker, to install and commission a new gas-fired combined heat and
power (CHP) unit at its district heating power plant near Segeberg, SchleswigHolstein. Efficiency of the revamped CHP now exceeds 92%.
tart-up of the new CHP unit, with an
output of 4.5 MW, increases the total
electrical output of the Wahlstedt energy facility to up to 7 MW. The expanded CHP can supply more than 10,000
households with electricity, as well as district heating and hot water to as many as
2,300 residential properties and businesses.
Prior to the expansion, the Wahlsted cogeneration power plant already consisted of
two Jenbacher biogas CHP plants as well as
a biomethane CHP system. The new J624
engine, commissioned at the start of the
winter 2019/20 heating season, meant that
one existing boiler could be taken out of
normal operations.
With a startup time of less than five minutes, the J624 allows for peaks in electricity
demand to be covered quickly and flexibly.
For HanseWerk Natur, the investment in a
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new gas CHP unit increases the operating
efficiency of the plant while reducing carbon
dioxide emissions.
“The high operational flexibility of the new
CHP helps make the energy supply in Wahlstedt substantially more reliable. The plant
thus represents a valuable component in the
decentralized supply of energy in the state of
Schleswig-Holstein,” Dr. Gerta GerdesStolzke, managing director of HanseWerk
Natur, said at the time of commissioning.
Some 70 Jenbacher gas engines are now
in use in HanseWerk Natur power plants,
based on a 20-year cooperation between
HanseWerk and INNIO, formerly part of GE
Power. The Austrian engine maker underlined that more than 55% of its installed
CHP fleet in Germany is capable of running
on renewable gases such as biogas and
biomethane.
n
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Siemens installs holistic
energy concept for CHP
at German paper mill
Siemens has been contracted to supply the
complete electrification for a new paper
production line at Palm’s paper mill in
Aalen, southwest Germany. The order includes three SGT-800 gas turbines – at the
latest 62 MW rating – and a SST-300 steam
turbine for the client's new-built cogeneration plant.
The electrification solution for Palm’s
new paper-machine 5 production line at
the paper mill site in Aalen includes gasinsulated medium-voltage switchgears
type 8DA10 and Sivacon S8 motor control
centers to power transformers from 25
MVA to 112 MVA, Sivacon 8 PS busbar
trunking systems.
Siemens will also supply 350 drives with
sectional drives for the paper machine.

Start-up scheduled
for mid-2021
Two SGT-800s at a 62 MW rating will replace older turbines with a lower rating at
Palm’s paper mill sites at the Eltmann,
Bavaria, and Wörth, Rhinland-Palatinate.
The third ordered SGT-800 turbine will
drive the new-built combined heat and
power plant at the customer’s largest
paper mill in Aalen, Baden-Wurttemberg.
The new gas turbines will provide an additional 17 MW per site. The installed power
output is specified at approximately 70 MW
per site and commissioning of the three
power plants is planned for mid-2021.
Siemens said the high efficiency of the
SGT-800 combined with its fulfillment of
the customer’s NOx requirement (below 15
ppm) ensures a low environmental footprint. Apart from the electrification and gas
turbine upgrade, Palm signed long-term
service contracts for all three installations.
Papierfabrik Palm GmbH & Co. KG,
founded in 1872, is one of Germany’s leading manufacturers of newsprint and corrugated base paper. It operates two recycling
companies, five paper mills, and 28 corrugated plants with a total workforce of approximately 4,000.
n

Bird’s eye view of Palm’s paper
manufacturing site in Aalen
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